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    	1 Copyright Notice Copyright 2016 John Fotheringham Edition All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanical or electronic, including photocopying and recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the author. You may, however, use short quotes from the guide in reviews. Help Support Independent Authors I have spent years researching, writing, and updating my language guides, so if you borrowed this book from a friend or downloaded it illegally, please do the right thing and purchase your own copy.
2 This helps feed my face and enables me to continue feeding you the tips and tools you need to learn foreign languages the fun, affordable, adult-friendly way, no matter where in the world you happen to live. Yours Ninjetically, John Fotheringham , Author & Chief Executive Ninja Buy a copy of Maser Japanese. i Dedication To My Wife, Rosemary language, Itou-Sensei created a supportive learning environment Thank you for bringing so much joy, laughter, and light into my that encouraged students to try things out. Most importantly, he life. You continually inspire me to be a better man.
3 Had an infectious passion for languages that got me hooked on not just Japanese, but all things language. To My Parents, Vern & Beverly Fotheringham To The Many Uber Ninjetic Contributors & Typo Finders Few parents would support their son changing majors from Industrial Design (a degree that might actually lead to a job) to Writing is a lonely profession, but the amazing support, questions, Linguistics (a degree that usually just leads to more school), let and feedback I've received from the growing Language Mastery alone in the 3rd year of college! You stood by me then and have army keeps me marching on.
4 Onwards and upwards! Special continued to support me in my language learning adventures thanks to the dedicated readers who emailed me feedback or across the globe ever since. Thank you for all you do. pointed out embarrassing typos, broken links, and omissions (arranged in alphabetical order by last name): To My Siblings, Brooke, Graham & David Fotheringham Majdi Alkhalaf Santiago Madrigal My sister and two brothers are each far smarter than I, but were Stacey Lynne Civello Erik Peterson failed by an ineffective language education system. Despite less brains, I lucked out with a series of inspirational teachers and Brett Dupree Julie Pichon rewarding life experiences that showed me just how fun Nick Edner Jeroen Vloothuis languages could be if one is equipped with the right tools, methods, and attitudes.
5 Elohim Falc n Josiah Walton Rosemary Fotheringham Nick Winter To ITOU Sensei ITOU Katsuhiro ( ) was my first and by far my favorite Jack Hattaway Japanese teacher. Unlike the department head who made a habit of making students feel stupid if they made mistakes in the ii Immerse Yourself 74. Table of Contents Work With a Tutor 79. Use the Shadowing Method 87. Use Spaced Repetition 92. Use Time Boxing 99. Chapter 1: Start Here 6 Take Good Notes 103. How to Use this Guide 8. FAQs & Attempted Answers 12. Chapter 3: What to Learn 108. The 3 Learning Phases 15. Learn Essential Patterns 110.
6 Learn Kana 114. Chapter 2: How to Learn 21 Learn Kanji 128. master Pronunciation 143. Kill the Myths 23. Learn to Read Japanese 149. Set Smart Goals 35. Learn to Write Japanese 152. Stick to Your Goals 38. Learn to Type Japanese 155. Make the Time 47. Learn the Natural Way 52. Learn Through Action 63. iii Chapter 4: Build Your Toolbox 160 Chapter 5: Japanese 101 263. Choose Ideal Materials 162 Japanese Overview 265. Essential Reference Tools 166 Japanese Orthography 271. Japanese Podcasts 176 Japanese Vocabulary 275. Japanese Radio 195 Japanese Honorifics 278. Japanese Audio Courses 196 Japanese Verbs 283.
7 Japanese Audiobooks 199 Japanese Adjectives 309. Japanese Music 201 Japanese Adverbs 315. Japanese Anime, TV & Movies 211 Japanese Pronouns 319. Japanese Video Games 235 Japanese Proper Nouns 327. Japanese Comic Books 242 Japanese Particles 340. Japanese Newspapers 250 Japanese Numbers 373. Japanese Magazines 254 Japanese Dates & Times 389. Japanese Books & Literature 258. iv Start Here 1. The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing.. Walt Disney One language sets you in a corridor for life. Two languages open every door along the way. Frank Smith Welcome to master Japanese!
8 Today, you embark on a journey that will forever change your life. As Charlemagne said, To have another language is to possess a second soul. More than just learning new sounds, words, and grammar, Japanese ability enables you to see the world from a completely new perspective, better grasp and operate within Japanese culture, and even deepen your understanding of your native tongue and home country. I wish you great success and am excited for the wild adventures and new opportunities that await you. Section 1. On the other extreme, you can find many blogs and forums belly How to Use this Guide aching about how difficult languages are (especially Japanese).
9 Some claim you must take formal classes or you will forever speak like Tarzan. Others tell you it takes decades to reach fluency. Fortunately, these pedantic pessimists are just as wrong as the marketing liars. The road to fluency may be long and windy, but Warning: Hard Work (and Fun Times) Ahead the smart traveler can use the right tools, methods, and psychology to speed their progress, lighten their load, and have a I must walk a fine line between motivating new learners and hell of a lot more fun along the way. setting realistic expectations. On the one hand, I want would-be learners to know that anyone can learn a foreign language no matter their age, income, or zip code.
10 You don't need expensive, location-dependent classes, boring textbooks, or a new foreign address. What you need are the right tools and more importantly the motivation to use them day in and day out. But right there is the real challenge of learning a language: consistent action and requisite time on task. This applies whether you are learning on your own or in a formal class, yet most courses and language products fail to set proper expectations about the time and effort involved in learning a language. Instead, they bombard us with marketing messages like Learn a Language in 10 Days.
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			HOW TO BUY YOUR FIRST INVESTMENT PROPERTY

			s3.amazonaws.com
			Best-selling Books by Robert T. Kiyosaki Rich Dad Poor Dad What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not

			   First, Your, Property, Investment, Poor, Rich, Rich dad poor dad, Buy your first investment property
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			Rich Dad Poor Dad is a starting point for anyone …

			s3.amazonaws.com
			Rich Dad Poor Dad is a starting point for anyone looking to gain control of their nancial future. USA TODAY

			   Points, Looking, Starting, Poor, Rich, Rich dad poor dad, Starting point for anyone, Anyone, Starting point for anyone looking
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			deal too ig to pass up - s3.amazonaws.com

			s3.amazonaws.com
			The Essentials is required for all Optik TV subscriptions. TELUS reserves the right to modify channel lineups and regular pricing without notice.

			   Telus, Optik tv, Optik, Amazonaws
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			1 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - Cloud Object …

			s3.amazonaws.com
			that Naruto is the author of the Monkey Selfies and are not required to allege “anything else” to demonstrate his standing. Id. at 7.

			   Naruto
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			Managerial Accounting - Amazon S3

			s3.amazonaws.com
			We show the fundamental differences between managerial and ﬁnancial accounting in the chart and video. ... Financial accounting Managerial accounting Users

			   Amazon, Financial, Accounting, Amazon s3, Managerial, Managerial accounting, Financial accounting managerial accounting
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			Errata for the 10th Printing of Understanding Digital ...

			s3.amazonaws.com
			Errata for the 10th Printing of "Understanding Digital Signal Processing, 2/E", by Richard Lyons I beg your pardon for the typographical errors in the book.

			   Understanding, Processing, Signal, Digital, Understanding digital signal processing, Understanding digital
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			Errata for the 1st Printing of Understanding Digital ...

			s3.amazonaws.com
			"Understanding Digital Signal Processing, 2/E", by Richard Lyons I beg your pardon for the typographical errors in this 1st edition.

			   Understanding, Processing, Signal, Digital, Understanding digital signal processing, Understanding digital
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			LIMITED RESIDENTIAL WATER HEATER WARRANTY

			s3.amazonaws.com
			WHAT WILL WE DO TO CORRECT PROBLEMS? If a defect occurs within the warranty period, we will: 1. Provide a replacement water heater of our manufacture (or

			   Water, Replacement, Heaters, Water heaters, Replacement water heater
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			Welcome Coming Up March 18, 2018

			s3.amazonaws.com
			Quartz Mountain Resort near Lone Wolf, Oklahoma. $125 and up. Register at our table in the Main Hall this morning or online at gracechurch.com/men. Elder Candidate Input

			   Flows, Lone, Mountain, Quartz, Quartz mountain, Lone wolf
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			BODYWEIGHT STRENGTH TRAINING ANATOMY PDF

			s3.amazonaws.com
			Read Online Now bodyweight strength training anatomy Ebook PDF at our Library. Get bodyweight strength training anatomy PDF file for free from our online library

			   Training, Anatomy, Strength, Bodyweight strength training anatomy, Bodyweight, Bodyweight strength training anatomy pdf
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			MASTER SOUL FEEDING SCHEDULE - Aurora Innovations

			aurorainnovations.org
			MASTER SOUL FEEDING SCHEDULE This schedule is a general guideline for soil and soilless gardening MIX DIRECTIONS If possible, mix the Soul line just prior to feeding.

			   Schedule, Master, Feeding, Solu, Master soul feeding schedule
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			master feeding schedule 5 ml program

			www.besteshydroponics.com
			SOUL SYNTHETICS fEEdINg SCHEdULE This schedule is a general guideline for soil and soilless gardening soil: alTernaTe usage beTween waTer and ferTilizer

			   Schedule, Master, Feeding, Solu, Feeding schedule, Master feeding schedule
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			Prayer Worksheet For Planning My Preaching for the Next Year

			baptiststart.com
			Soul Milk for Babies Honey for Delighting Meat for the Mature Correcting & Restoring Training ... The Church (its Master, mission, government, offices, the Lord’s Day, church discipline, worship, ... Feeding souls to sustain and strengthen Encourage & Console Hope A Spiritual Food Pyramid

			   Worksheet, Planning, Master, Feeding, Prayer, Preaching, Prayer worksheet for planning my preaching, Solu
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			By President Henry B. Eyring and her challenges. But all ...

			media.ldscdn.org
			15 weeks ahead of schedule. She weighed one pound, eleven ounces (765 g). But she was alive, and so was Elizabeth. of religion, will never save one soul of you in the celestial kingdom of our . God, unless you carry out just such principles as I am now teaching you. ... such as feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, visiting ...

			   Schedule, Feeding, Solu
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			“One of the greatest injustices we do to our young people ...

			s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com
			existence - our heart, mind and soul. Do you know this man? Are you ready for the revolution? ... Schedule it in; commit to reading the passages each week. As you read through the passages we encourage you to ... master returning to his home at any time, how does that influence the way you live life day to day? 29

			   Schedule, Master, Solu
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			Seattle, Washington - stjohnsea.org

			stjohnsea.org
			the soul of Bernard Laverty Morning Prayer 8am Rosary 8:30 Mass 8am Rosary 8:30 Morning Prayer ... by the master with the expectation that each servant will increase what has been given. Even one talent ... We have jobs to meet any schedule (there are jobs that will take from 20 minutes to one hour). Come

			   Schedule, Master, Solu
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			9:00 AM 11:30 AM - Abyssinian Baptist

			abyssinian.org
			Babies Blessed 11:30 AM “To all those who enter here, be thoughtful, be silent, be reverent. Before the service, speak to God. ... community and led Outreach Ministries including a feeding program serving over 30,000 meals per year, a clothing program for needy persons in the church and ... SOUL POWER – THE SPIRIT MOVES ...

			   Feeding, 30 am, Solu
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			University of California, Irvine Student Affairs publications

			pdf.oac.cdlib.org
			opportunities that include feeding of the soul with what endures, creativity, self-discovery, challenge, civility and respect, and promoting personal development and transformation. This office was previously named Counseling and Health

			   Students, California, Publication, Affairs, Feeding, Solu, Irvine, Irvine student affairs publications
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			21 EDWAKD I. 19 - University of Iowa

			sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu
			21 EDWAKD I. 19 1293. June 4. Westminster. June 4. Westminster. June L Westminster. June 4. Westminster. June 6. Westminster. ... deer having repair and feeding there at times. Letters for Gilbert de Clare, earl of Gloucester and Hertford, and Joan ... ber as appears in the schedule affixed to this roll.

			   Schedule, Feeding, 21 edwakd i, Edwakd
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			CITIPARKS RECREATION, ACQUATIC and SENIOR DIVISIONS

			apps.pittsburghpa.gov
			• Sponsors summer soul line dancing classes – 8 classes, 3 venues • Operates recreation center basketball, flag football, dek hockey, volleyball, swimming, and indoor soccer leagues.

			   Senior, Division, Recreation, Solu, Citiparks recreation, Citiparks, Acquatic and senior divisions, Acquatic
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